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NEW

Sound Forge Pro 10
Professional Digital Audio Production Suite

A Perfect 10
Perfection is elusive. But when achieved, things come 
together perfectly. What’s true in life is also true in audio 
production software. Introducing Sound Forge™ Pro 10 
software, the 10th version of the legendary audio 
editing and mastering application. This one scores 
a perfect 10.

Long the professional standard for analyzing, recording, 
editing, producing, converting and resampling audio, 
Sound Forge Pro 10 makes a great thing even better 
with these new features: event-based editing, 
integrated disc-at-once CD burning, élastique Pro 
timestrech and pitch shift plug-in, plus the 
Mastering Effects Bundle 2 powered by iZotope™  
—valued at over $200, and more.

Sound Forge Pro 10 delivers the ultimate 
all-in-one production suite for professional 
audio recording and mastering, sound design, 
audio restoration, and Red Book CD creation. 
Power. Stability. Reliability.

This one’s perfect.

Visit your favorite retailer or www.sonycreativesoftware.com/perfect 
for special, limited-time offers on new Sound Forge Pro 10.

Copyright © 2009. Sony Creative Software Inc. All rights reserved.

SFP10_Perfect10_Stash.indd   1 8/25/09   12:20 PM

Telly Awards
31st

Annual

Honoring the very best in:

> Film and Video Production

> Local, Regional and Cable Television
   Commercials, programs and Segments

> Online Videos, Films and Commercials

Enter now at www.tellyawards.com >
Early Deadline December 18th

Call For Entries
Enter

Now

New this year!
• Introducing The People’s
   Telly Award presented
   by YouTube

• Expanded Web Categories

• New Social Media and
   Social Responsibility
   Categories



Here’s your chance to own 30 extraordinary short films by 
today’s most innovative directors – over two-and-a-half hours of 
sheer entertainment from Stash DVD Magazine.

Stash SHORT FILMS 1 delivers an international program of 
festival hits and little-known gems PLUS behind the scenes 
extras and a 40-page book of stills, credits, production notes and 
links for every project.                             www.stashmedia.tv/SF1

Enter code: 
64PG3SF1  

at: 
www.stashmedia.tv/promo 

to SAVE 25%

Stash DVD Magazine is published 12 times 
per year by Stash Media Inc. All rights 
reserved and contents copyright Stash Media 
Inc. No part of this booklet nor the Stash 
DVD may be copied without express written 
permission from the publisher. 

Subscriptions: www.stashmedia.tv 
Submissions: www.stashmedia.tv/submit 

Contact: Stash Media Inc. 
35 McCaul Street, Suite 200
Toronto, ON  M5T 1V7 Canada
Curated in New York. Printed in Canada.
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A year ago in this space I refused to make predictions about 2009 
because the economic tsunami was in mid-douse and it was hard to see 
my hand in front of my face let alone many months out. Now, as the seas 
show signs of calming and we’ve all had time to learn a few new strokes, 
the thought of looking ahead seems a tad less scary or futile.

So, at the risk of sounding like a Holiday Inn management seminar, I 
suggest 2010 will be dominated by the quest for, wait for it... bargains. 
Yes, it feels like clients and employers have always demanded too much 
for too little. But it’s a case of degrees and your definition of a bargain. 

What I hear from the industry is marketers and therefore studios will 
spend again this year but far more carefully. From pitches, to talent, to 
gear, buyers have their value sensors and bullshit filters set to ultra fine.

In less lean times, buyers and suppliers would resign themselves to the 
classic fast/cheap/good (choose two) conundrum. A revised version for 
the new (and still damp) world order should read: faster/cheaper/gooder 
(choose three). 

Regardless of the economic tide, the best companies and talent have 
always operated this way because they know speed and price are 
important – but they are not what end up on the reel.  

Stephen Price 
Editor 
New York, January, 2010 
sp@stashmedia.tv



METHoD “SHINY SuDS”
Viral 1:10

Agency:
DRoGA5

Director:
Rob booCHECk

Production:
oIL FACToRY

Animation/VFX:
buCk DESIGN 
www.buck.tv

Orion tait, cd at Buck in new 
York: “it was our job to design 
the characters, animation, and 
VFX. there was a clear vision of 
wanting the bubbles to feel cute, 
but perverted, like drunk and 
stoned party guests the morning 
after an all-night bender. they 
also had to legally feel different 
from Scrubbing Bubbles. So we 
decided to make them look and 
move like real translucent bubbles.

“We spent two weeks just drawing, 
to try and instill a lot of character 
into really simple designs. this 
helped inform casting and voice-
over. the director wanted a very 
natural, unscripted read, and 
this in turn informed animation. 
We filmed the actors during the 
record as reference to get very 
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natural, deadpan, yet nuanced 
performances out of the bubbles.

“a recurring problem was how 
to render a bubble in a way that 
seemed believable but also 
allowed the character to adopt 
a sense of volume and facial 
dynamics. all the photography we 
consulted showed bubbles as very 
slight, almost invisible objects, 
where all the information was 
on the edge of the bubble. this 
created a problem: Because our 
characters were only comprised 
of two eyes and a mouth, we had 
to come up with a way to portray 
dimension in the face without 
losing the translucent bubbleness 
of the character. 

“the neutral lighting on top of a 
white background was especially 
difficult because bubbles don’t 
really have any shadows or strong 
contrast. there was a lot of nerd 
talk of refractive indexes and how 
far to push it before they looked 
like blobs of KY jelly.” Schedule: 
five weeks from shoot to delivery.

For Droga5 
creative chair: david droga
ex cd: ted royer
ad: amanda clelland
copy: tim Gordon
head of ip: Sally-ann dale
producer: cheri anderson

 

For oil Factory
director: rob Boocheck
ep: Billy poveda
Line producer: Wade harpootlian
dp: Simon thirlaway

For buck Design
cd: Orion tait
assist cd: thomas Schmid
ep: Kate treacy
producer: Kevin hall
VFX super: Lars holmgren
design: thomas Schmid
3d: Lars holmgren, Kevin couture, 
chris hendryx, arvid Volz, Scott 
Douglas, Kyle Raffile, Casey Reuter
composite: amanda Lamarco, 
dan Short
previs: Gareth O’Brien
animation: chris phillips

For beast
editor: amanda Moreau

For Absolute Post
Grade: nathan Kane
Mixer: peter Buccellato
Sound: Beacon Street Studios

Toolkit
Maya, mental ray, after effects



HoNDA ACCoRD CRoSSTouR 
“INSTRuMENTS”, “boXES”
TVCs :30 x 2

Agency:
RPA

Director:
ANDY HALL

Production:
ELASTIC

Animation:
ELASTIC 
A52 
www.elastic.tv  
www.a52.com

The first two in a pool of four 
spots for the new honda accord 
crosstour. elastic director andy 
hall: “the main idea of the brief 
was sort of a rebirth of cool, 
influenced by Saul Bass and a 
60s kind of blue-note design 
and sensibilities. the agency’s 
creative team wanted to embellish 
that and let the car take on those 
characteristics but with a more 
modern style.

“We have an incredible nuke 
artist working with us [Shahana 
Kahn], who took the look and 
added these layers of light and this 
dimensionality in the 2d program. 
We stayed very true to the boards 
because the client and the agency 
really loved the aesthetic we had 
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captured, but we felt we needed 
that little touch to elevate it. and 
we actually lit the scenes in nuke 
as well using normal mapping, 
so we could change the lighting 
throughout the shot in the 2d 
software. it’s very fast and a very 
effective way of doing that.”

For RPA
ccO: david Smith
cd: pat Mendelson
Writer: Seth prandini
ad: chuck Blackwell
ep: Gary paticoff

For Elastic
director: andy hall
dp: toby irwin
Live action producer:  
david Wolfson
EP: Jennifer Sofio Hall
designers: an nguyen, henry de 
Leon, eunice Kim, Max ulichney

For a52
cG lead: Max ulichney
3d: paulo de almada, ian ruhfass, 
christina Lee, rick Glenn,  
Kevin culhane, Joe chiechi
Lead compositor: Shahana Khan

rotoscoping: david hochstadter
colorist: angus Wall
asst producer: heather Johann
producer: Sarah haynes
EP: Jennifer Sofio Hall

For HuM
arrangement: alex Kemp,  
robert Lopez
ex cd: Jeff Koz
cd: alex Kemp

Toolkit
adobe creative Suite, Maya, nuke

GuINNESS “WoRLD”
TVC :90
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Agency:
AMV bbDo 

Director:
JoHNNY GREEN

Production:
kNuCkLEHEAD

VFX:
THE MILL 
www.the-mill.com 

the marketing of Guinness has 
never been a humble affair, but 
in their latest tVc epic the brand 
shows its god complex. dropping 
their “Good things come to those 
who wait” end tag for the first time 
in over a decade, the spot shows 
burly Guinness-drinking men 
terraforming the earth with VFX 
courtesy of the Mill London.

rich roberts, lead 2d on the 
spot comments: “My role was to 
work closely with director Johnny 
Green and aMV BBdO cd paul 
Brazier to produce the world they 
had imagined. it was crucial to 
retain the feel of the shoot and 
we attempted to produce effects 
which appeared epic in scale but 
maintained reality. the wide variety 
of VFX required working closely 
with both cG and the matte 

painting departments within the 
Mill to produce a consistent and 
seamless vision.”

For AMV bbDo
cds: paul Brazier
producer: Yvonne chalkley
For Knucklehead
director: Johnny Green
DP: Joost Van Gelder, Wally Pfister
producer: tim Katz, Fergus Brown

For The Mill
producer: Lucy reid, Ben Stallard

colorist: adam Scott, aubrey 
Woodiwiss
Shoot supers: russell tickner, 
Michael Gibson
Lead 2d: rich roberts
Lead Flame: rich roberts, 
Barnsley, pete rypstra
Flame assist: Gareth Brannan
Lead 3d: russell tickner,  
Jordi Bares
3d: teemu eramaa, James 
Spillman, andy nicholas,  
rick thiele, adrien St. Girons, 

Laurent Makowski, ed Shires,  
tom Blake, andy Guest,  
aidan Gibbons, Sergio Xisto,  
Suraj Odedra, Jules Janaud, 
Francois roisin
Matte painting: dave Gibbons,  
Lee Matthews

For The Quarry 
editor: ted Guard

Toolkit
Maya, XSi, Baselight, Flame



For Leo burnett Sydney
ex cds: andy diLallo, Jay Benjamin.
Writer: Gary dawson
ad: Gary dawson
exec tV producer: adrian Shapiro

For Revolver
director: Steve rogers
ep: Michael ritchie
producer: Georgina Wilson
Music: Soundtree

Toolkit
Massive 
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Agency:
JuNG VoN MATT 
ALSTER WERbEAGENTuR

Director:
DIRk uRbANIAk

Production:
MARkENFILM GMbH & ko kG

Animation/VFX:
INFECTED PoSTPRoDuCTIoN 
www.infected-post.de 

director/Flame artist dirk urbaniak 
and the hamburg-based infected 
postproduction crew stir up a 
messy cocktail of high-speed live 
action and 3d for Mercedes.

henrik von Müller, postproduction 
producer at infected: “We thought 
the best way to celebrate the 
30th anniversary of the G-class 
would be if the car itself produced 
massive fireworks made of mud, 
sand, water and dust, while it 
easily shows its excellent off-road 
driving skills.”

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

MERCEDES bENz G CLASS 
“FIREWoRkS”
TVC :45

For Jung von Matt/Alster 
Werbeagentur GmbH
ex cd: deneke von Weltzien, 
armin Jochum
cd: thimoteus Wagner
creative team: Jonas Keller,  
daniel pieracci
ad: Jonas Keller
copy: daniel pieracci
producer: Meike van Meegen, 
Vanessa Fischbeck

For MARkENFILM GmbH & ko kG
producer: Frauke Weisheit
cameraman: Michael Goljanek
Music: Georg Friedrich händel
SFX: Mathea van Kann, eddie 
dregis, richard Stanley

For Infected Postproduction
producers: henrik von Müller,  
Julian Büchner
director: dirk urbaniak
Flame: dirk urbaniak,  
niko papoutsis (digital Straik)
3d: christian Keller, tim Borgmann
Sound design: Mikis Meyer
Making of editor: phillip dreyer
Making of sound: hannes 
hönemann, ralf Götzenberger

Toolkit
XSi, mental ray, 3delight, real 
Flow, Flame

Agency:
LEo buRNETT SYDNEY

Director:
STEVE RoGERS

Production:
REVoLVER

VFX:
ANIMAL LoGIC 
www.al.com.au 

animal Logic and revolver director 
Steve rogers discussed multiple 
solutions to the creative brief of 
drivers surfing effortlessly along 
atop rivers of Subaru employees 
but ultimately opted to shoot 
most of the spot practically, with a 
variety of rigs to whisk the drivers 
along over the crowd. 

digital post provided extensive 
rig and wire removal and filled 
the streets using a mix of crowd 
duplication, and digital doubles via 
Massive software.  

SubARu “CRoWD”
TVC :60
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PLANE STuPID  
“PoLAR bEARS”
TVC :40

Agency:
MoTHER

Director:
DANIEL kLEINMAN

Production:
RATTLING STICk

VFX:
MPC 
www.moving-picture.com

director daniel Kleinman 
assembled a volunteer crew and 
worked around other projects 
(shooting backgrounds during 
lunch breaks) to make this spot 
for climate change charity plane 
Stupid which campaigns against 
European short-haul flights – each 
of which produces 400 kg of 
carbon  (the weight of an average 
female polar bear) per passenger.

Mpc created the cG bears using 
proprietary tools: papi which 
simulates falling and collisions 
and Furtility for fur grooming and 
motion.

Jake Mengers, VFX super at 
Mpc: “the sequence used 
computer-generated ‘rag dolls’ 
which emulate the actual skeletal 
structure of bears. Once they were 
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Agency:
GSD&M IDEA CITY, AuSTIN

Director:
PHIL JoANou

Production:
MJz

Animation/VFX:
MASSMARkET 
www.massmarket.tv 

thibault debaveye, lead Flame at 
MassMarket in Los angeles: “We 
got involved very early in the bid 
process with director phil Joanou 
to create sketches, style frames, 
and research reference images 
that helped him win the project. 
Once the award happened, we 
proceeded with a previs as well 
as additional sketches and style 
frames.

“the spot is almost all cG. the 
only things that are real are the 
actors and the practical things 
they interact with like the ground 
and the tree trunk. everything else 
was blue screen with hundreds 
of tracking markers all over the 
place. the opening of the spot is 
entirely cG. 

uNITED STATES AIR FoRCE 
“CSAR”
TVC :60
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We even designed the drop plane 
– something the air force doesn’t 
actually have. it’s only after they 
jump out of the plane and the hand 
comes into full frame that the spot 
transitions to using actors.”

For GSD&M Idea City
ex cd: Mark taylor
Group cds: tom Gilmore,  
rich tlapek
ad: christopher colton
Writer: travis Waid
ep: Monique Veillette
producer: aaron Kovan

For MJz, Los Angeles
producer: paul Manix
director: phil Joanou

For MassMarket
ep: christine Schneider
producer: Blythe dalton
designer: richard Lee
Storyboard: Keith thompson
Matte painter: tim Matney
Lead Flame: thibault debaveye
Flame: John Shirley
Flame assistant:  
Marcelo pasqualino
Lead desktop compositor:  
Lane Jolly
previs: Joe Jones, tony Vela
Modelers: andy Kim, Wendy Klein, 
Sean durnan, Matt Berenty,  
clay Osmus
rigger: John riggs
animators: Joon Lee,  
colin cromwell, Yvain Gnabro
texture: andy Kim, Wendy Klein, 

Sean durnan, Matt Berenty,  
clay Osmus
Lighters: Kyle cassidy, Katie Yoon, 
Jin chong
Lead roto: Jeff Kim
roto: austin Brown,  
Melissa Muerta
trackers: Joanna Goslicka,  
colin cromwell
GFX: chad howitt, Joseph chan
particles: Keil Gnebba
3d lead: Mike dalzell,  
andrew romatz
environment: Stefano dubay

For beast Editorial
editor: paul norling

Music: Singing Serpent

Toolkit 
Flame, Maya, nuke, photoshop, 
boujou

falling as we wanted them to, these 
computer-generated puppets were 
overlaid with hand animation to 
allow us to refine their anatomy, 
tweaking subtleties to make their 
movements more believable and 
using ncloth simulation to make 
the flesh wobble on impact.”

For Rattling Stick
director: daniel Kleinman
producer: Johnnie Frankel

For MPC
Producer: Scott Griffin
VFX super: Jake Mengers
3d VFX: Vicky Osborn,  
ahmed Gharraph, James Bailey, 
Kieran Belshaw, Georgios 
chevourim, richard clegg, 
andreas Graichen, Mark harrison, 
alex Kim, adam Leary,  
Jorge Montiel, tom O’Flaherty, 
Wayne Simmons, Stephen 
Murphy, christoph Schinko
2d VFX: Suzanne Jandu, Kelly 
Bruce, Steve davis,  
Greg howe-davies, alasdair 
Mcneill, Stephen newbold

For The Quarry
editor: adam Spivey

For Factory
audio post-production:  
anthony Moore

For 750mph
audio post-production:  
andy humphreys

Toolkit
Maya, Shake, papi, Furtility, ncloth



“CARTooN NETWoRk 
REFACE”
broadcast design 1:03
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Client:
TuRNER uk

Director:
ALAN bIbbY  

Production:
STARDuST STuDIoS 

Animation/VFX:
STARDuST STuDIoS   
www.stardust.tv

Stardust bolsters their relationship 
with cartoon network with these four 
refresh clips seen all over europe. 
Mike eastwood, ep at Stardust in 
new York: “conceptually the brief 
was tied down to the ‘stream’ device 
(a super energetic collection of 
everything cn-related), but as far as 
the look, we had a lot of freedom. 
cartoon network has a broad 
audience and shows many genres 
of programming. So we had to think 
carefully about how the concept 
would play out for boys, girls, live-
action, comedy and action.

“as we were exploring potential 
designs, we had to find concepts 
that represented the genre or season 
in an interesting way and also tied 
back to the stream concept. each 
of the spots had to have its own 

MNET “MAGIC STuDIoS”
TVC :60

Agency:
oRIJIN

Directors:
CRAIG PARkER 
MATTHEW STEPHEN

Production:
oRIJIN

VFX:
oRIJIN 
www.orijin.co.za 

craig parker, co-director/VFX 
post producer with South african 
broadcast design specialists 
OriJin: “the brief was to position 
Mnet as South africa’s premier 
tV channel by enhancing the 
brand tag line ‘Where Magic Lives.’

“the biggest technical challenge 
was working out the camera 
angles and moves to match the 
stock material. pre-production was 
meticulous and the choice to use 
motion-control for the shoot was 
imperative. We only had a day to 
shoot everything which included 
30 costume and makeup changes, 
the use of countless props, as 
well as 40 passes that required 
additional lighting changes with 
each take.  
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“after 3d tracking all the footage 
from full hd resolution, countless 
time was spent rotoscoping 
the stock footage and the 
shot material for compositing. 
additional 3d models were built, 
textured and animated to work 
seamlessly with all the footage.” 
Schedule: One month for pre-pro 
and shoot, three months of post.

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

For oRIJIN
directors: craig parker,  
Matthew Stephen
producer: Leon Schoeman

Sound design: Juice audio design

Toolkit
cinema 4d, Syntheyes, 
photoshop, after effects

look, but also adhere to the arrow 
hierarchy already established.

“We also had to find unique ways 
of animating each direction. For 
example, the biggest challenge for 
the action and sci-fi IDs was getting 
all the ridiculous fun stuff to work 
together and flow on a path that had 
its own gravity. We developed a rig 
setup that allowed us to animate 
freely in that direction but then we 
could distort and control that along 
the twisting path, while still matching 
the key frames we’d created.” 
Schedule: six weeks for production.

For Stardust Studios  
director/cd: alan Bibby  
ep: Mike eastwood  
hOp: eve ehrich  
producer: ryan Mcree  
ad: aaron Maurer  
designers: aaron Maurer,  
rob Modini, tae Kim  
3d animation: cary Janks,  
ryan O’phelan, Weichieh Yu  
compositors/animators:  
Fabian tejada, tonya Smay  
editor: andrew Borin

Toolkit
adobe creative Suite, Maya



“bT VISIoN CHRISTMAS”
broadcast design :15
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Directors:
MIkE ALDERSoN 
TIM SWIFT

Animation:
MANVSMACHINE 
www.manvsmachine.co.uk

London’s ManvsMachine bust 
open a mess of christmas spirit 
in the seasonal brand package 
for uK on-demand television 
service Bt Vision. the look will 
be used across the network, from 
stand-alone idents to navigational 
devices and print elements. 

“the main creative challenge was 
to design a fresh and spontaneous 
festive package that side-stepped 
the usual christmas clichés, 
without losing the essence of 
the Bt Vision brand. this was 
achieved by using the horizontal 
color bars (of the existing Bt Vision 
branding) as a starting point, but 
then freeing them into 3d space 
and discarding any physical rules 
or restrictions.

“the id was animated in Maya 
using a combination of ncloth 
dynamics and lots of cleverly 
placed keyframes. rendered out 
of Maya using mental ray and 
finally composited and graded 
MvsM style in after effects.”

Director:
DVEIN

Animation:
DVEIN 
www.dvein.com

“canal+, a Spanish cable tV 
channel, contacted us to make 
the new image redesign for 2009. 
they wanted to go in the same 
direction they did last year, and 
the basic briefing was to end with 
the logo, in a white space and 
whatever happens should happen 
with the  logo. We created four 
aesthetical ids for the channel.”

Toolkit
after effects, 3ds Max, real Flow, 
photoshop

CANAL + “THREAD”, 
“oRGANIC_TECHNIC”, 
“boNES”, “TENDoN”
broadcast design x 4

XCèNTRIC
Event titles 2:00
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Director:
DVEIN

Animation:
DVEIN 
www.dvein.com

“Xcèntric is an organization that 
pursues the conservation and 
distribution of experimental cinema 
through the cccB in Barcelona. 
they organized an exhibition of 
Spanish experimental cinema 
called ‘From ecstasy to rapture/ 
50 years of the ‘other’ Spanish 
cinema’. they invited us to create 
and participate in the exhibition 
making the headers for each 
section of the exhibition. We 
created six pieces where we have 
reinterpreted the spirit of great 
Spanish filmmakers such as Val 
del Omar, ivan Zulueta or antoni 
padrós. the exhibition will be 
shown in museums all around the 
world.”

Toolkit
after effects, 3ds Max, photoshop

For bT Vision
client: andrew Maddox 

For ManvsMachine
design/direction:  
Mike alderson, tim Swift
Lead animator:  
Jonny “the Boy” noorlander
animator: richard c thomas

Sound design: Ben Lucas Boysen

Toolkit
Maya, mental ray, adobe creative 
Suite, Shake. ncloth 
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N.A.S.A. FEAT. kooL kEITH 
& ToM WAITS “SPACIouS 
THouGHTS”
Music video 4:32
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Record label:
ANTI-RECoRDS AND 
SPECTRoPHoNIC SouND

Director:
FLuoRESCENT HILL

Production:
FLuoRESCENT HILL 
SQuEAkECLEAN

Animation:
FLuoRESCENT HILL 
www.fluorescenthill.com

the latest animated opus from 
n.a.S.a.’s “Spirit of apollo” 
album comes from the fertile 
minds of Montreal directing team 
Fluorescent hill (Mark Lomond and 
Johanne Ste-Marie). “the brief was 
very simple: they wanted it to have 
a bit of a darker tone in feeling, 
not necessarily in look – that was 
it. You can’t ask for a better brief. 
pretty much anything we came up 
with they were cool with. 

“Learning 3d was by far the 
biggest hurdle. We hadn’t really 
done a full-on 3d or cG character 
before so there was a big learning 
curve. But we plugged away at 
it day in and day out, until it just 

Client: 
bRoAD.CAT / ADG-FAD

Director:
LuCAS boRRAS

Animation:
WEMAkE 
www.wemake.org 

Brooklyn-based director/
animator Lucas Borras conjures a 
homemade aesthetic tracing over 
3d frames by hand for the opening 
titles of the Broad.cat 09 design 
festival held in his hometown of 
Barcelona. 

“they gave me total creative 
freedom to create a new world. 
trying to surprise the audience 
was my first goal and keep them 
in a constant worrying moment 
during the whole piece. 

“We had to draw more than 850 
frames and after that, scan, clean 
and color them. Because the team 
was really small, this process was 
slow and took us three months. 
the project didn’t have any budget 
and i had to share my time with 
other projects while i was working 
in nY at Buck. at the end the real 
schedule was reduced to a month 
so we had to work fast and a 

bRoAD.CAT 09
Title sequence 1:34
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became like second nature. i 
think if you have decent hand-
drawn animation skills, then it 
transfers over pretty quickly. it 
just took awhile to get the menus 
and shortcuts down. But most 
animation software is pretty 
intuitive.”

For SqueakEClean Productions 
cd: Syd Garon
ep: Susan applegate

For Fluorescent Hill
animation: Mark Lomond, Johanne 
Ste-Marie, Jacques Khouri
Modeler/rigger: Jacques Khouri

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects, 
premiere, Flash, Maya

lot of late nights. It is my first cel 
animation piece; i feel very happy 
with the result.”

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD

For WeMake 
concept/direction: Lucas Borras
illustration: Lucas Borras, carlota 
Santamaria
cG design: Kevin couture,  
arvid Volz
animation/composition:  
Lucas Borras
audio: Flowaudio
Special thanks:  
carlota Santamaria

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects, cinema 
4d, Maya, paper, markers
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films by today’s most innovative directors – over two-
and-a-half hours of sheer entertainment from Stash 
dVd Magazine.

Stash ShOrt FiLMS 1 delivers an international 
program of festival hits and little-known gems pLuS 
behind the scenes extras and a 40-page book of stills, 
credits, production notes and links for every project.
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Director:
bENJAMIN DuCRoz

Animation:
bENJAMIN DuCRoz 
www.ducroz.com 

director/animator Benjamin ducroz 
is based in Melbourne, australia: 
“Overall i had about 30 shapes 
i had drawn by hand and on the 
computer. each shape was made 
to have a beginning and an end, 
starting from nothing and ending 
on nothing, so i could join them 
in a modular fashion. those that 
i drew by hand i then made on 
the computer. this was a lengthy 
process, but was fun as it was a 
labor of love. 

“the challenge was to select 
which shape went after the next 
in a seamless and progressive 
manner. all 1,970 frames were 
printed – there were four frames to 
an a4 page, so i had 493 pages, 
which i scanned by hand into the 
computer. I made a clean first pass 
of un-tampered paper, selected 
frames where i wanted the paper 
to be modified, then altered the 
paper with paint, water, ink, ripping 
and scrunching, and re-scanned 
these frames. 

“PRESS +”
Short film 1:26

stash 64.14

Client:
CoLENSo bbDo FoR THE NEW 
zEALAND book CouNCIL 

Director:
ANDERSEN M STuDIo

Animation:
ANDERSEN M STuDIo 
www.andersenm.com 

an extract from the Maurice Gee’s 
novel Going West transforms 
paper into narrative in this intricate 
film seen in theaters and on TV 
in new Zealand. Martin and Line 
andersen, cds at andersen M 
Studio in London: “all we were 
given was the voiceover. the entire 
film is handmade, using only 10A 
scalpel blades and lots of paper. 
it was photographed on 2 SLr 
cameras and lit using dedo lights, 
then edited using Final cut pro.

“the main technical challenges 
were all the handmade aspects of 
the production, such as cutting the 
paper to the right speed and often 
moving many objects at once. it 
was a real challenge to design an 
accurate time plan that would fit 
the narration precisely.” Schedule: 
eight months.

“GoING WEST”
TVC/cinema/viral 2:03

For Andersen M Studio
design/animation: Line andersen
photography/lighting: Martin 
andersen

For Instrument Studio
Sound design: Mikkel h. eriksen

Toolkit
Final cut pro, 10a scalpel blades, 
paper, pro tools

the piece was not story boarded 
so it was hit and miss with the 
modified frames, sometimes it 
worked sometimes it didn’t. it was 
a kind of organized chaos in the 
end, but rewarding.” Schedule: 
seven months spread out between 
paying gigs.

Sound: Samuel acres

Toolkit
cinema 4d, after effects



“SkINLINES”
Short film 3:45

stash 52.17

Client: 
M-boX bEWEGTbILD

Directors: 
M-boX bEWEGTbILD 
MoNkEYMEN.INT 

Animation/VFX:
MoNkEYMEN.INT 
www.monkeymen.tv 

the Berlin directing and animation 
collective known as Monkeymen 
slam together digital 2d and 3d 
animation with motion capture 
and red 4K live action to create 
a swirling, havoc-filled personal 
project they describe as “trying 
to do something unique with 
common tools.”

“Most of our dna code has no 
profound biological function. 
therefore a world which hasn’t 
yet been fully decoded slumbers 
quietly under our human skin. 
SKINLINES crosses that thin line 
between an inner perception 
and an outer world, and shows a 
human caught in a metamorphosis 
immersed in the light refracted 
through a fine prism.” Schedule: 
eleven months between paying 
projects.

“LoVE boMb”
Short film series pilot 1:03

Director:
FREESTYLE CoLLECTIVE

Animation:
FREESTYLE CoLLECTIVE 
www.freestylecollective.com

The first taste of what Freestyle 
collective cd Victor newman 
foresees as “a series of insane 
story scenarios and compelling 
characters that will create anarchy 
in cities all over the world.” 

“Because we were our own client, 
the creative challenge was to 
exceed our own expectations. this 
project was a great opportunity 
to push the boundaries of our 
illustrative skills. the technical 
challenge was to seamlessly 
integrate the illustrated 2d 
characters with the 3d city 
environment. We spent a lot of 
time making sure the 3d city had 
an illustrated look and feel.”

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

stash 52.16

For Freestyle Collective
cd: Victor M newman
ads: andres rivera, damien cho
character designs/illustrations: 
edward chow
3d development: andres rivera
3d: entae Kim, Geoffrey chin, 
Zsolt derka, chris Kujawa,  
ekene nwokeke, Victor robeiri

Lead compositor/animator: 
damien cho

For buttons Sound Inc.
Sound design: rich Macar

For Toolkit
illustrator, photoshop, after 
effects, Maya

For MoNkEYMEN.INT 
team members: carl albrecht,  
Kai dietrich, Wanja Glöckler, 
Michaela Göllner, Jan Goldfuss, 
Judith holzer, armin Keplinger, 
Veith Michel, Johannes Pflaume, 
Martin retschitzegger, Marcel 
Schobel, Stefan tschackert, 
Martin Wellens
cast: christophe Linéré 
dOp: Volker Mai

Music/sound design: the skinless 
brothers

Toolkit
Final cut, Maya, Fusion, after 
effects, Movimento, photoshop



Director:
VALI CHINCISAN

Animation:
VALI CHINCISAN

romanian artist Vali chincisan 
has found considerable success 
on the festival circuit with this 
ambitious and mesmerizing short 
supported by a soundtrack from 
experimental duo Makunouchi 
Bento. Vali chincisan: “the 
animation Urban Tree launches 
the idea of an endless replication 
of a unique element. it is about the 
universal stereotypy at the level 
of an industry based on routine. 
the impression left by this kind 
of approach to reality is one of 
an electronic poetry, of a self fax 
machine.”

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

For Makunouchi bento 
Sound: Felix petrescu,  
Valentin toma

Toolkit
Flash, Flashants, Final cut

stash 64.18

“uRbAN TREE”
Short film 8:41 NokIA “FoCuS GRouP”

Viral 2:36

stash 64.19

Agency:
JACk MoRToN WoRLDWIDE

 Director:
DAVID MASTERS

VFX:
THE MILL 
www.the-mill.com

the Mill cG team of Fabrice 
Le nezet, Francois roisin and 
Jules Janaud (aka the directing 
collective Bif) bring their singular 
talent for comic VFX mayhem to 
this viral for the nokia n900 mobile 
computer. Luke colson, head of 
Mill Studio: “to say this project 
was very ambitious would be a 
total understatement. asking us to 
transform a human into a phone 
whilst turning into 40 objects along 
the way was always going to be 
incredibly challenging.” Schedule: 
three weeks 

For Jack Morton Worldwide
creative/director: david Masters
producer: Michael richards
Original concept: Matt Mcconaghy
dOp: adam hall

For The Mill
producer: Luke colson
after effects: henry Foreman
Shake/nuke: rod norman
Final cut editor: James Mortner
3d super: Francois roisin,  
Fabrice Le nezet, Jules Janaud
3d: Francois roisin, Fabrice Le 
nezet, Jules Janaud

For bravo Post Production
editor: Brian dowd

Sound production:  
Fitzrovia post production

Toolkit
XSi, nuke



who looks after ‘number one’ 
above everything else. 

“the music needed to be fast 
paced, hectic and driving. I fiddled 
about with my guitar on the loud 
setting until i found the right kind of 
riff. i created a drum loop and built 
it up from there.

“the project took about four 
weeks to make with a disrupting 
gap of a week while i moved 
house and had to reassemble my 
office space. I locked myself away 
after that and speed-animated. 
the music took about a day to 
compose and record and then 
another day after the animation 
was finished to add sound effects 
and mix it.”

Watch behind the Scenes on 
the DVD.

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects, paper, 
temperamental printer, scissors, 
digital camera

stash 64.20

Client:
P&N bEVERAGES

Agency:
7, 9, 11

Director:
TIM DYRoFF

Production:
RESoLuTIoN DESIGN

Animation/VFX:
RESoLuTIoN DESIGN 
www.resolutiondesign.com.au 

Sydney design and VFX studio 
resolution wrangle several skin-
based fantasies to help launch the 
Wicked brand into the crowded 
energy drink category.

“Wicked’s bottle design features 
a dragon tattoo designed by 
renowned Sydney tattoo artist, 
Kian Forreal. the idea was to 
make iconic tattoo designs come 
to life and cause a chain reaction 
of wickedness on a guy’s body 
thanks to a drop of Wicked.”

all other artwork was designed 
by infamous Sydney graffiti artist 
Mr perso. the labor-intensive 
commercial was in production 
for over four months with a team 
of compositors and 3d artists 

WICkED ENERGY DRINk  
“PoLE DANCING GEISHA”
TVC :60 

ALFA RoMEo MI “ESCAPE”
Branded film 1:25

stash 64.21

Director:
ANDY MARTIN

Production:
STRANGE bEAST

Animation:
ANDY MARTIN 
www.andymartin.info 

Strange Beast director/animator 
andy Martin creates the visuals 
and the music in this branded bit 
of fun to launch the alfa romeo 
Mi sports car. “i needed to get 
across the idea of speed and 
freedom, so a chase involving a 
break from prison seemed to fit 
the bill perfectly. this allowed me 
to create frenetic excitement to 
fit with the car and also design 
several scary creatures/characters 
to chase my prisoner who i wanted 
to appear scrawny but nasty and 

working around the clock and 
occasionally sleeping under the 
desks.

For P&N beverages
Marketing services manager: 
harris Spyrou

For 7, 9, 11
producer: Julia Jackson

For Resolution Design
director: tim dyroff
ad: Sharon Little 
copy: Mel coenen-eyre
producer: Will alexander
Lead compositor: Lisha tan
compositors: Victor norman,  
neil Montieth 
head of 3d: Max McMullin
3d: chris harris 

artistic consultant/illustrator: 
Mr perso
dOp: hugh Miller 

For Supersonic
Music composer: Jono Ma

Toolkit
Maya, combustion, after effects, 
Final cut



STRIPES FoR STAMPS 
“CHILDREN’S STAMPS 2009” 
Viral 2:02

stash 64.22

Client: 
THE CHILDREN’S STAMP

Director:
PAuL PoSTMA

Animation:
PoSTMA GRAPHICS & MoTIoN 
www.motiondesign.nl

amsterdam designer and 
director paul postma teases the 
illustrations of christian Borstlap 
into life to stimulate online stamp 
sales for a dutch charity focused 
on children’s education. 

“the challenge was to make the 
stamps come alive, give them 
a character, complimenting 
Borstlap’s illustrations with a 
playfully restrained animation style, 
letting their personalities shine.

For Postma Graphics & Motion
director/animator: paul postma

illustrations: christian Bortslap

Toolkit
after effects, illustrator, cinema 4d

SEMPRE LIVRE TEEN 
“EXPLoRE” 
TVC :30

stash 64.23

Client:
JoHNSoN&JoHNSoN bRASIL

Agency:
SAMuRAI

Directors:
LuCIANA EGuTI 
PAuLo MuPPET

Production:
bIRDo

Animation:
bIRDo 
www.birdo.com.br

directors paulo Muppet and 
Luciana eguti of Birdo in São 
paulo have created what many 
once thought impossible: a fun 
and watchable feminine  
protection spot.

“the concept of the campaign 
was that the teenage years are 
when a girl finds out who she 
wants to be – her life is a blank 
sheet of paper which she fills with 
personal experiences. the product 
helps the girl to feel safe for this 
exploration. the agency needed a 
film that had a lot of appeal for the 
demographic and that could show 
this process in a meaningful way 
and thus opted for animation.

“We had to create the story and 
write the script of the film from 
scratch but some things were 
clear right from the start: the 
background would be white and 
each experience the girl went 
through would pop a new icon on 
top of her head.

“Because the film is a single take 
of 30 seconds, timing the events 
and making sure everything was 
in sync in the animation was a 
challenge. conveying a sense of 
space within a white background 

also proved tricky, and it was up 
to the acting of the girl to make 
us understand this invisible 
geography. the biggest challenge 
of them all though was making 
everything fit in just two weeks of 
production. We are proud to say 
this is probably the first sanitary 
napkin commercial completely free 
of blue liquids.”

For Samurai
cd: Marcos Skuropat
pM: camila alvarenga

For birdo
direction: Luciana eguti, 
paulo Muppet
animators: paulo Muppet,  
pedro eboli, William iamazi Ferro, 
Bruno hamzagic, Luciana eguti
assistant animators: Bruna Brito, 
Gustavo teixeira, ana rocha
compositing: Luciana eguti
Sound design: cromo.Sonica
composer: Luis Bergmann
Voice: Luiza caspary

Toolkit
adobe cS3, Flash, after effects



CITY HARVEST “APPLES”
PSA :30

stash 64.24

Agency:
DRAFTFCb NEW YoRk

Directors:
ANGuS kNEALE 
YANN MAbILLE

Production:
THE MILL NY

VFX:
THE MILL NY 
www.the-mill.com 

Shot in one day entirely on an 
iphone, this pSa for city harvest 
Food rescue Organization was 
directed, produced and finished by 
the Mill nY who also had to build 
a custom rig for tracking for the 
iphone’s movements.

co-director/co-editor and the Mill’s 
cd angus Kneale: “it would have 
been impossible to track the iphone 
camera without the rig. We had to 
re-create a motion capture setup 
in the station. On set, we looked 
at places we could put cameras 
and determined how we could 
triangulate the rig. We used three 
canon 5d Mark 2 static cameras 
to record everything in sync 
simultaneously.

“due to the rolling shutter from the 
cMOS sensor in the iphone, the 

stash 64.25

“THE FATHER”
Short film / music video 3:02

Director:
FLA

Production:
STICkY MoNSTER LAb

Animation/VFX:
STICkY MoNSTER LAb 
www.stickymonsterlab.com 

Originally produced as a short 
film by Seoul animation studio 
Sticky Monster Lab, The Father 
has since been adopted as the 
official video for the “Dientes” 
track from Korean band the Black 
Skirts. director FLa: “this movie 
explains the relationship between 
people who stay very close but 
don’t understand each other. also 
it borrows the comic book format 
to show the two situations in one 
scene. Left and right page express 
different places at once or different 
behaviors in one place. 

“Because we have a plan to make 
this film as a book, we bought 
same paper samples and used 
them as a 3d mapping source. in 
the comic book, every character 
is animated by 3d and the plug-in 
is used for line effect. We spent 
lots of time to tune the music with 
pages turning and the rhythm of 
the characters acting.”

raw footage was slightly distorted 
– regular tracking software could 
not work. the rig was designed 
to clearly show the iphone’s exact 
position and orientation in 3d space. 
it had multiple Led lights attached 
to make the tracking points clearly 
visible in the subdued light. the 
rigging simplified 80 percent of the 
work, but a lot of fine-tuning was 
done by hand, sometimes frame 
by frame. the subway platform and 
light conditions were captured in 
360-degree scans with a Spheron 
camera; the data was then used to 
construct a virtual environment to 
be composited into the original live 
action footage. 

“it was important to work at the 
native resolution of the iphone and 
match the codec compression 
artifacts. We carefully integrated the 
apples into the footage by emulating 
the dynamic range and white 
balance of the iphone, ultimately 
color matching the apples. Subtle 
details were added such as green 
color spill, shadows and reflections. 
the dynamic auto exposure 
changes of the iphone also had to 
be matched. the tracking was given 
one last tweak in Flame locking the 
cGi into the live action.” Schedule: 
three weeks. 

For Draftfcb New York
cOO: Michael Simons
ecd: Keith Loell
Sr copy: Greg Wikoff
Sr ad: todd eisner
Jr ad: Brad Muramoto
Sr producer: Liz haberman

For Sticky Monster Lab
director: FLa
Scenario/editor/3d: FLa
2d: FLa, Joe
designers: FLa, BOO
Line producer: nana

Music: the Black Skirts “dientes”

Toolkit
3ds Max, after effects

For The Mill NY
directors: angus Kneale, Yann 
Mabille
producer: dan roberts
Line producer: richard Schwab
editors: angus Kneale, Yann 
Mabille, Vincent Baertsoen
cd: angus Kneale
Joint head of 3d: Yann Mabille
VFX super: Vincent Baertsoen
producer: dan roberts
Lead 3d: Vincent Baertsoen
3d: naotaka Minami
Lead Flame: cole Schreiber
Flame assist: Gigi ng
combustion: Melissa Graff
Still photographer: James 
Studdart, alex Maxwell

For Sound Lounge
Sound design/mixers: evan 
Mangiamele, philip Loeb 
ep: Gloria pitagorsky

Toolkit
XSi, 3d equalizer, Shake, Flame, 
combustion



Directors:
ToM WEbER 
ILIJA bRuNCk 
JAN bITzER

Production/school:
FILMAkADEMIE bW

Animation:
PoLYNoID 
www.polynoid.org

ilija Brunck, co-director at 
German digital collective polynoid: 
“FlapFlap is part of tom Weber’s 
thesis at Filmakademie BW – he 
came up with the storyboard and 
pitched the idea to the rest of 
us. Since the story is very simple 
and it’s one shot, we decided to 
produce everything as detailed as 
possible. 

“From an animation point of view 
the hardest task was to define 
the exact action and the timing 
of it. normally the shot layout is 
the strongest factor to lead the 
eye of the viewer and tell him 
where to look, but in this case 
the viewer had to be led only by 
the on-screen action: the order 
and character of the crap balls 
hitting the ground; the intensity 
of the bird’s movement; and the 

stash 64.26

“FLAPFLAP”
Short film 1:35

reactions of the demon. it took 
many different versions to balance 
those elements the right way.

“One of the bigger challenges was 
the characters’ interaction with 
the ground and with it came the 
first production usage of the ICE 
visual programming environment 
implemented in XSi. We had to 
create some particle systems and 
point deformation tools for the 

ground deformation.” Schedule: 
four months.

For Polynoid 
directors: tom Weber, ilija Brunck, 
Jan Bitzer
producer: Sinje Gebauer
Sound: ilija Brunck, Jan Bitzer

Toolkit
XSi, Fusion

“kANIzSA HILL”
Short film 7:30

stash 64.27

School:
CALARTS

Director:
EVELYN LEE

Animation/VFX:
EVELYN LEE 
www.iamevelynlee.com

Los Angeles filmmaker/director/
designer/animator evelyn Lee 
explores themes of duality and 
balance in her experimental but 
light-hearted MFA thesis film – a 
critical hit on the festival tour. 

“the story itself was pretty simple 
and linear, but the structure 
and devices are complex. the 
concept of duality is portrayed in 
the two storylines: there is the 
relationship between the head, 
body, and tree, and then there is 
the relationship between the dots, 
lines, and Kanizsa figures (the dots 
missing a wedge that suggest a 
triangle). understanding these two 
storylines and also how they relate 
to each other was the creative 
challenge in writing the script. 
Visually, it became about the 
concept of balancing this duality. 

“how to shoot the body was a 
challenge because i had never 

done stop motion or pixilation 
before. There was definitely a lot of 
experimentation in the beginning 
with happy accidents. then 
treatment of the body ended up 
taking a long time: i treated each 
frame in photoshop because i 
wanted to keep the look drawn 

and unstable so that it contrasted 
enough from the head but was 
still similar enough.” Schedule: 1.5 
years for script/boards/animatic/
design; one year for design/
animation/VFX.

Written/directed/animated:  
evelyn Lee

Sound design: Kari rae Seekins
Sound mix: Jerry Summers
cast: antonio anagaran, dominic 
Bisignano, Musa Brooker, Kari rae 
Seekins, Greg curtis, eB Brooks, 
aubrey Laufer, Kate eloise Mallor

Toolkit
photoshop, after effects



minutes and make sure everything 
is understood and felt. and, 
technically, to find a solution to 
animate the light, in the lighthouse 
and on the character.

“Many spectators thought the 
two characters of the film were 
sometimes in 3d. the answer is 
no. they are from the beginning 
to the end in 2d. Only the boat 
and the lamp of the lighthouse are 
in 3d (all the backgrounds, the 
lighthouse, are in 2d).

“We wanted to keep a very 
traditional brush; we worked light 
and shadow on the character 
image by image. there was 
nothing automatic in making the 
color. tVp allowed us to realize 
what seemed to us impossible.” 

Music: romain Gauthier

Toolkit
tVp, photoshop, after effect, 
Maya, premiere

“THE LIGHTHouSE kEEPER”
Short film 3:15

stash 64.28

School:
GobELINS, L’ÉCoLE DE 
L’IMAGE

Directors/animation:
GAëLLE THIERRY 
RoNT HoTIN 
bAPTISTE RoGRoN 
MAïLYS VALLADE 
JÉRÉMIE MoREAu 
DAVID FRANçoIS 
http://gaellethierry.blogspot.com 
http://ronyhotin.blogspot.com 
http://rogronbaptiste.blogspot.com 
http://mailysvallade.blogspot.com 
http://mor-row.blogspot.com

Six students from the Gobelins 
school in France create an 
engaging play of light and 
suspense with a labor-intensive 
combination of 2d and 3d.

co-director Maïlys Vallade, 
“We had to realize a film with a 
duration of minimum one minute 
in a production period of five 
months. The film had to contain 
approximately two main characters 
and a place.

“the main challenges were to 
have a good story board because 
we had little time to make it. and 
manage to realize our story in three 



THE ToM FuN oRCHESTRA 
“boTToM oF THE RIVER”
Music video 3:07

IzzA kIzzA “ooH LA LA”
Music video 3:15

AIR “SING SANG SuNG”
Music video 3:06

“LJóSIð”
Music video 3:30

SoLDouT “THE CuT”
Music video 2:40

HoLY FuCk “RoYAL GREGoRY”
Music video 3:00

Soko “I´LL kILL HER”
Music video 3:55

Record label:
CoMPANY HouSE RECoRDS

Directors:
ALASDAIR bRoTHERSToN 
JoCk MooNEY

Production/animation:
TRuNk ANIMATIoN 
www.trunk.me.uk

For Trunk Animation
directors: alasdair Brotherston, 
Jock Mooney

Producer: Richard barnett
2d animation: anna Benner, 
timothy Mccourt, alasdair 
Brotherston
3d animation: patrick Krafft
compositing: andy hague

Toolkit
Flash, 3dS Max, after effects

Agency:
DECoN

Director:
YoRAM bENz

Animation/VFX:
YoRAM bENz 
www.yorambenz.com

“Because of a typo on the 
project file name, the AE folder 
containing eVerYthinG was 
accidentally trashed (and trash 
emptied) when the video had 
just been completed. after trying 
every single file recovery software 
out there without any success, i 
used File Salvage and was able 
to retrieve about 80 percent of 
the video and delivered it on 
time. Schedule was six weeks to 
complete with only one motion 
designer/designer (myself).”

Toolkit
after effects, cinema 4d, photoshop

Record label:
VIRGIN/EMI

Director:
MRzYk & MoRICEAu

Animation:
MATHEMATIC 
www.mathematic.tv 

For El Nino
director: Mrzyk & Moriceau
producer: Jules dieng

Toolkit
after effects

Client:
TAPES RECoRDS

Producer:
STuDIo FREAk

Director/animation:
ESTEbAN DIáCoNo 
www.estebandiacono.tv

“With trapcode Soundkeys, the 
piano and the violin parts became 
audio-synched keyframes that 
transformed trapcode particular 
particules into a symphony of 
water inked / smokey exploding 
colors.”

Toolkit
after effects, trapcode

 

Record label:
ANoRAk SuPERSPoRT

Directors:
RoMAIN CHASSAING 
boRIS CoYERE

Production:
PREMIERE HEuRE

Animation/VFX:
SoLAb 
www.solab.fr

For SoLab
director: romain chassaing 
producers: nicolas tiry, edouard 
chassaing
dop: renaud chassaing
after effects: Boris coyere, 
emmanuel Moulun, Stéphane 
Kouchian, Mathieu Guéret
3d: aristide ambert, Jérome 
richoux, nixx
Flame: Benjamin ravalec,  
Yann Masson

For Premiere Heure
producer: constance Guillou
director: Boris coyere

Toolkit
after effects, Flame, 3ds Max

Record label:
DEPENDENT MuSIC

Director:
MINA SoNG

Animation:
MIRRoRSHADE 
www.mirrorshade.tv

“the track gave us an immediate 
visual idea of retro tournament/
competition game graphics. We 
then wanted to introduce full-on 
strong colors to create something 
simple but intense. narrative had 
to be straightforward for the visual 
style to be more abstract and 
minimal. having created that style 
in animation, we had to simplify 
the camera work, lighting and the 
movements of the characters.”

commissioner: Melissa Greiner

Toolkit
photoshop, illustrator, after effects

School:
uNIVERSITY oF APPLIED 
SCIENCES MAINz

Director/animation:
JöRG bARToN 
www.joerg-barton.com 

concept/design/3d/2d/
compositing: Jörg Barton
3d modeling: Jörg Barton, Sascha 
Loch
camera: Jörg Barton, natalia 
Blanco
Light: natalia Blanco, Jörg Barton
actors: irene Martinez, tobias 
ulbrich, Florian Bauer, Fernando 
Vivas, renate Barton, rudolf 
Barton, dorith Müller, rafaela 
Müller, Ferdinand Geier

Toolkit
after effects, illustrator, 
photoshop, cinema 4d
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Here’s your chance to own 30 extraordinary short films by 
today’s most innovative directors – over two-and-a-half hours of 
sheer entertainment from Stash DVD Magazine.

Stash SHORT FILMS 1 delivers an international program of 
festival hits and little-known gems PLUS behind the scenes 
extras and a 40-page book of stills, credits, production notes and 
links for every project.                             www.stashmedia.tv/SF1

Enter code: 
64obCSF1  

at: 
www.stashmedia.tv/promo 

to SAVE 25%


